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Entry Information

Award
Program: JCI World Congress

Category: best public relations program

NOM Information

National
Organization: Junior Chamber Belgium

National
President:

Serge Goussaert (2)
E-mail: serge.goussaert@jci.be

LOM Information

Local
Organization: JCI Gheel-en-Thals

President:

President
Email:

Status of Scrapbook

Scrapbook Approval: DONE
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Basic Information

  
Duration: idea 01/2006 - result 2009 - end 2012

  
Staff: 25

  
Sponsors: 50.000 €

  
Budget: 45.000 €

  
Profit / Loss: expected 5000 € or

  
Who is benefited?: JCI, Local Business, Local society, Young individuals

  
Objective: To create a greater visibility for JCI, impact on society, recognition and

impact on a long term base.
  

Overview: Buying a old public transport bus and transforming it to a promotional and
educational car that creates impact on both local, regional and national
society. Creating training facilities for promoting free enterprise, CSR
training and service to humanity projects.

  
Results: Different projects every month are taken place in our own JCI BUS (it\'s an

asset of JCI Gheel-en-Thals) without further investment. Long term effects
on financial return, impact of projects and membership recruitment.
Impactfull newspaper coverage, presence in the local community and
offering added value to business, ngo\'s and the local society The visibility
of JCI both local, regional, national and international.

  
Actions Taken: 1. Conceptual idea 2. Creating an DARE commission 3. Search for

Financial support 4. Creating a DO, building commission 5. Technical and
legal homologation 6. Encouragement events 7. Creating a drivers group 8.
Presentation and Press Releases 9. Creating a follow-up plan 10.
Promoting external use 11. Creating content for the future 12. Founding of a
new commission to follow up...

  
Recommendations: It takes more energy and time from your members then you expect. Take

care you have a good personal surrounding that inspires and motivates the
people arround to realise the whole project. Take responsability on behalve
of your chapter and in name of your sponsors to deliver the promissed. Get
empowered by the longlasting result and the impact it will generate, a
promisse that will change your chapter for always. Know that difference in
both financial knowledge and technical knowledge between chapter
members is a challenge that can inspire, motivate but also demotivate and
hold them back. This was the best learning experience I\'ll ever had, even
after founding different company\'s, and working with several employee\'s.
Making a non profit project with your chapter on a long term base and with
a budget that exeeds most members yearly profit is a challenge that can be
scaring, empowering or changing members. But most of all it took all of us
out of their confort zone and made them exell their own borders. Inspiring
even bigger projects for the future JCI Gheel-en-Thals is prepared to make
a huge leap into the future.
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1
Award Category criteria

Overall favorable public impact

 
 
 

1. The Press Release
On  5th  of  May  we  had  the  official  public  launch  of  the  JCI  BUS  on
invitation. For press and local officials. The official reception was held in
the townhall in the center of Herentals on the Marketplace.

With  a  pressence  of  100  representatives  of  JCI  (own  chapter),  the
government, the local business and from other groups, we held an official
opening.

2. The parking spot
The JCI BUS is an open marketing spot for JCI and the message : "I want to
grow" and is daily visible to a lot of people. THe JCI BUS has different
spots in our region of ± 100000 inhabitants where she is visible on the most
important roads.

Most  of  the  time the  JCI  BUS is  standing at  the  ringroads  of  the  most
important city's in our region : Geel and Herentals. In that way in a few
month's time we have a spontane knowledge of the name JCI, combined
with the Blue Bus of nearly 100% in our City's and with the Businesses out
of the region.

5. The Impact on Local Government
Our relationships with the local  government  of  Herentals  is  increasingly
important. Not only was this project the catalysator of even bigger goals :
we are organizing the city's official program for the existance of 800 Years
Freedom and Recognition, we organized the official program for the 450
responsables of the Cultural Province...
But it was a wonderfull realisation that at the evening of the opening of the
JCI BUS nearly the total political board of our city came for a drink and
chat in the JCI BUS until the early hours...

6. The already realised impact moments
Besides the permanence of the JCI BUS on the local roads, the press and the
impact on projects. The JCI BUS started his program of 3 years impact for
JCI.

The JCI BUS was already on the central spots on :
- 11 april 09 The JCI BUS movie, visits the Abbey of Tongerloo

-  8-9  may 09  :  The  JCI  BUS is  the  headquarter  of  the  JCI  Antwerpen
project"The world arround the corner" : location central station of Antwerp

- 15-17 may 09 The JCI Flemish Congres for 3 day's empowering all JCI
Members  to  BE  Better  and  the  official  reception  of  our  JCI  Flemish
President  and  member  of  our  Chapter  "Koen  Vanlommel"  who  became
member on this occasion

- 18 may 09 : The JCI BUS was presented at TOUR and TAXI's the official
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location for WorldCongress 2011 in Brussels (to be elect) as meetingroom
for JCI BRUSSELS. (30 participants + visibility for 2 day's on a central
location in Brussels)

-  6  june  09  :  The  JCI  BUS  visits  the  "Braderij"  of  Vosselaar,  visible
presentation for the public

-  19  june  09  :  The  JCI  BUS  is  placed  at  the  opening  reception  of
"bedrijvencentrum" a center for starting and growing businesses

- 24 and 25 june 09 : The JCI BUS visits the "Braderij" of Geel, visible to
all visitors central on the city place.

- 26 and 27 june 09 : The JCI BUS visits the "Braderij" of Herentals, visible
to all visitors on the central place of the city and with opening hours for
visitors and potential members.

- 27 of juin 09 : The JCI BUS is used as official reception after the fireworks
of the Braderij.  As a contribution to "Jan Van Tichelen, organisor of the
Braderij for 35 years" congratulation party with the city mayor, a lot of local
shop owners of and city government responsables.

- July 8 : Presentation of the JCI BUS at DCM, european largest supplier for
ground furtulisors. Planning of a promotional campaign in the near future.

- July 9 : Presentation of the JCI BUS at several sponsor locations, FURY
driving  school,  SALAR  Social  Services  for  Human  Resources,  TBP
Electronics  & Presentation at  SPK (the  Strategic  Planning of  the  region
Kempen)

- August 7 : Opening of AN-DERS store in Geel
Used as reception and presentation room

- August  21 :  BBQ of  JCI Flanders  and used als  surprise  room for  the
senatorship of Koen Cuyvers

- August 22-23 : Presentation on the "Braderij" in Herenthout (local region)
animated with a travel presentation of Travelcoop

-  August  28-29-30  :  Open  Doors  at  Van  Roey  Automation  in  Turnhout
(local region) used as demoroom for electronic applications.

- September 18-19-20 : Presentation of the JCI BUS to JCI BELGIUM on
the anual national convention with presentation of possibilities.

7. The Impact for the future...

The impact will  grow because a lot of projects are being planned in the
future en will use the JCI BUS to gain visibility and credibility.

IN our LOM :
- The businessproject ViaVia with a special moment in November with the
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official celebration of the 50th Via Via Network evening.
- The 800 year Herentals project with the first presentation on the 4th of
October on our city market place with the opening of the cultural year, she
will  be  used  as  a  videoroom for  the  movie  presentation  of  the  official
project.

- The Businesstraining project. At 5 times we will offer trainings to regional
businesses  during  the  next  3  years  where  the  JCI  BUS  will  be  at  the
industrial regions.
-  The MOVIE evening.  The JCI BUS will  be the movie theater for JCI
gatherings and fun moments. (We are also thinking about the CSR movie
HOME to present it at different locations to empower businesses and people
to become more social responsable)
- Conceptual Marketing or Trust Marketing, the JCI BUS will be used to do
marketing sessions for new and existing enterpreneurs in our region next
year.

For other LOM's :
- We offer a ver low renting price for the JCI BUS in order to stimulate our
chapters in Belgium to use the JCI BUS for promoting JCI. (only 75€/day +
consumables)
A lot of LOM's are asking for it already and a simple system is offered.

For other organisations :
-  We  offer  the  same  pricesystem  for  local  organisations  that  promote
enterpreneurship, active citizenship or help with the UN millenium goals in
order to support our regions growth.

For our sponsors :
- Our sponsors will use the JCI BUS in their openings, businessgatherings
and projects in order to promote JCI in our region.

For other companies :
- We have a low price system for companies that will use the JCI BUS in
the spirit of JCI and for a public that can be interested in JCI. The price is
only 150 €/ a day + consumables

The total project guarantees 36 months of operation and even then it has the
opportunity to continue.

For JCI NOM & International :
We  are  planning  a  trip  to  Arhus  with  the  JCI  BUS  to  promote  JCI
BELGIUM and the 2011 World Conference

Our Chapter is using the JCI BUS at events of other chapters or our Region
or NOM in order to promote their
project.

Our  JCI  Trainers  in  the  chapter  are  planning  trainings  to  offer  at  other
chapters using the trainingroom of the JCI BUS

For other NOMs or LOMs in the other countries :
JCI  Gheel-en-Thals  is  situated  close  to  the  borders  of  Netherlands  and
Germany  and  therefore  we  took  care  of  international  documents  and
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conformity so that the JCI BUS can be used in other European Countries.

Conclusion :
You see that the impact of this realisation is huge, that the future impact will
be immense and that the overall public impact can't be stopped within the
next years.

Photographs :
Part of the Newspaperarticles in National and Local Newspapers.

Links :
press : http://www.ikwilgroeien.be/content.php?hmID=1839&smID=1716

local radio : http://www.thalsfm.be/zoek.php?ge=3&tid=40692
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2
Award Category criteria

Participation by members

 
 
 

1. The Learning Experience
95% of our local chapter members contributed in an active way one way or
another to the project like you will see in point 2 of this criteria.

2. The overall participation and Colophon
m is member of JCI Gheel-en-Thals

SCOUTING FOR THE BUS
benny lauwers(m) - ann van der donck(m)
carlo van tichelen(m) - wim van tichelen(m)

DESIGNERS
an gebruers(m) - bart peeters(m) - ann van der donck(m)
carlo van tichelen(m) - wim van tichelen(m)

STRIPPING The BUS
berenice claes(m) - philippe lornoy(m) - hans mens(m) - anne quetstroey (m
jci brussel) - carlo van tichelen(m) - wim van tichelen(m) - ans verlooy(m)

CREATING ELECTRICITY
hans mens(m) - carlo van tichelen(m)

PURCHASING TEAM
philippe lornoy(m) - anne quetstroey(m jci brussel)
carlo van tichelen(m) - wim van tichelen(m)

TECHNICAL TEAM
pascal beyns - jos caers - carl de wil
carlo van tichelen (m)- paul van tichelen - wim van tichelen (m)

SOUND & VISION MEMBERS
marc bruers, dobit - philip de bal
carlo van tichelen(m) - wim van tichelen(m)

FOOD & BEVERAGES - LOGISTICS
anne quetstroey (m jci brussel)- annick quirijnen(m)

BUILDING TEAM
berenice  claes(m)  -  jan  louis  de  bruyn(m)  -  an  gebruers(m)  -  alexander
herman(m) - kevin heylen(m) - natacha lornoy(m) - philippe lornoy(m) -
hans mens(m) - christophe oris(m) - bart peeters(m) - anne quetstroey(m jci
brussel) - annick quirijnen(m) - inge rutten(m) - luc schellekens(m) - ann
van der donck(m) - koen vanlommel(m) - carlo van tichelen(m) - wim van
tichelen(m) - ans verlooy(m)

FURNITURE By
marcel smets(past member jci oostachterhoek The Netherlands), drisag
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PAINTING TEAM
peter  coels(m)-  jan  louis  de  bruyn(m)  -  erika  de  ketelaere(senator)  -  an
gebruers(m) - natacha lornoy(m) - anne quetstroey(m jci brussel) - annick
quirijnen(m) -  ann van der donck(m) -  carlo van tichelen(m) -  wim van
tichelen(m) - ans verlooy(m)

ROOF AND WALL's by :
an gebruers (m)- jef syen - annick quirijnen(m) - ann van der donck(m)

HOMOLOGATION and PAPER WORK
carl de wil - hugo milants - wim van tichelen(m)

DRIVING LICENCE and TEACHERS
kris anthonis - jos cools - andré geboers - dirk gevers - denis peeters - kurt
vancraenendonck  -  hans  van  den  moortel  -  paul  vanhecke  -  luc
vansteenkiste

BUS DRIVERS
francois bensch - mike coppens - jan louis de bruyn(m)
kevin  heylen(m)  -  michaël  peeters  -  koen  vanlommel(m)  -  carlo  van
tichelen(m)- tom de coninck (m jci gent)

PROVIDED WORK PLACE and MATERIAL
gert aerts

RISK CAPITAL PROVIDERS
koen vanlommel(m) - carlo van tichelen(m) - wim van tichelen(m)

SPONSORING TEAM
inge rutten(m) - koen vanlommel(m) - carlo van tichelen(m)

SPONSORS
gert aerts - tom bongaerts - marc bruers - an gebruers(m)
dries hendrickx - anton hermus - benny lauwers(m)
wim lambrechts - hans mens(m) - guy roefs - marcel smets
jef staes - hans van den moortel - koen vanlommel(m)
luc van lommel - carlo van tichelen(m) - jef verhulst(m) - chris verleye -
and some others still in negotiation (e.g. Breda Insurance)

ACCOUNTING
alexander herman (m)- carlo van tichelen(m)
wim van tichelen(m) - serge vrancken(m)

FOTOGRAPHY
bart peeters(m)

VISAGIST
nasan sertab

MODELS & FOTOSHOOTS
freddy  aben(m)  -  berenice  claes(m)  -  jan  louis  de  bruyn(m)  -  erika  de
ketelaere(senator)  -  an  gebruers(m)  -  alexander  herman(m)  -  natacha
lornoy(m) - bart peeters(m) - annick quirijnen (m)- inge rutten(m) - ann van
der donck(m) - carlo van tichelen(m) - wim van tichelen(m)
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DESIGN AND LETTERING
barbara decraene - wim lambrechts
wendy truyens - carlo van tichelen(m)

ASSURANCE
dries hendrickx

BBQ EVENT
gert aerts - berenice claes(m) - jan louis de bruyn(m) - erika deketelaere
(m)-  an  gebruers(m)  -  nancy  havermans  -  alexander  herman (m)-  kevin
heylen(m)  -  pieter  janssen(m-kandidaat)  -  natacha  lornoy  (m)-  philippe
lornoy(m) - anne quetstroey(m) - annick quirijnen (m)- inge rutten(m) - luc
schellekens(m) - niel staes(m) - koen vanlommel(m kandidaat) - carlo van
tichelen(m) - wim van tichelen(m) - ans verlooy(m)

OFFICIAL CONTROL
phillippe lornoy(m) - carlo van tichelen(m)

MOTIVATION TEAM & INTERNAL PHOTOGRAPHY
carlo van tichelen(m)- wim van tichelen(m)

LAUNCHING PROJECT
freddy aben (m)- kevin heylen (m)- philippe lornoy (m)- luc schellekens(m)
ann van der donck (m)- carlo van tichelen(m) - wim van tichelen (m)- ans
verlooy(m)
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3
Award Category criteria

Benefit to community

 
 
 

1. For LOCAL Organisations
JCI is offering support to local organisations by offering a low cost renting
fee for the JCI BUS. For projects that support  the JCI spirit  JCI Gheel-
en-Thals is on some occassions even prepared to help them by offering free
support.

The JCI Bus is attracting supporters to a project because it  colours your
project and makes it even biggerand visible.
The JCI Bus is also promoting projects in the spirit of the JCI Creed and is
supporting the UN Millenium goals on CSR in training for enterpreneurs
and interpreneurs in the near future.

The JCI Bus will also be the supporting factor on other projects like the 800
Years of Herentals, where it will be the control center.

2. For LOCAL Businesses
The Sponsors feel that they didn't sponsor a short time, one time idea, but
are  visible  for  several  years  on  several  projects  of  JCI  and  other
organisations.

Already different sponsors used the JCI BUS to promote their businesses.
Other  businesses  like  Travelcoop  &  Van  Roey,  rented  the  JCI  BUS  to
enlarge their own events.

The  trainings  planned  in  2009-2010  will  focus  on  enterpreneurship  and
interpreneurship. But also on marketing, leadership and csr.  Definitly the
businesses will benefit of this goals.

3. For citizens involved
The JCI BUS is a project that will give a lot of possibilities both to JCI
chapters, business and organisations. In that way it will be a backbone for a
lot of projects that generate impact in society, this catalysator and support is
a benefit to all citizens of our region.

4. Fundraising for : "The Olivia Hendrickx Research Fund"
In the financial plan to fundraise for the JCI BUS we created a project with
the PINO BARESI concert that had ± 400 visitors and raised along 3000
euro, half of it went to the Research fund for Children Cancer.

Foto's :
Herentals - Brussels - Antwerp - Geel
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4
Award Category criteria

Planning, execution and finance

 
 
 

The 10 Steps of overall success...

like  you will  learn  in  this  page,  the  JCI  BUS,  is  not  one  project  but  a
combination of a list of projects done by a chapter with a dream, a change, a
future...

1. Conceptual idea, the DREAM, the VISION
An idea that grows in the minds of JCI Members, with his first conceptual
idea at the end of 2006... JCI Gheel-en-Thals welcomed the idea but it was
to risky. Until a year later it was recovered as an idea by a member during
the general assembly as a possible action to take.

Visualising the dream into pictures made it visible and understandable to all,
some photoshop work did the trick.

We  asked  for  agreement  by  the  chapter  members,  and  started  of  the
project... but how can we take the RISK ?

2. Creating an DARE commission
A group of 3 JCI members created a commission that would DARE to do
things  differently.  Wim  van  Tichelen,  Koen  Vanlommel  and  Carlo  van
Tichelen decided that we can only challenge our chapter members if they
see  and  feel  by  our  actions  that  we  really  take  the  challenge.  This  3
members  agreed  on  investing  the  initial  investment  for  the  old  public
Transport bus... searched it and paid it by private investment. A budget of
nearly 6000 Euro.

We agreed  that  we  would  carry  the  risk,  but  if  we  could  finance  it  by
sponsoring we would be repaid by the chapter.  If  not  the Bus could be
resold and we only would lose the difference in value of the Bus...

The chapter was encouraged by people who took responsibility and action
by being active citizens and agreed on creating a bigger team to create the
JCI BUS

The risk team was enlarged with our incoming president Philippe to ensure
the binding between the chapter and the JCI BUS project.

But how can we FINANCE this dream ?

3. MANAGING the financial part...
Financing a dream like this asked for a good evaluation on what we could
offer our sponsors, they would have the possibility to used it themselves, get
a long-term commitment and be involved in the project.

Sponsorship is divided in 2 parts those who sponsor financially and those
who will sponsor in materials or services. We created a first business plan
with an overall cost description to build, drive and release the JCI BUS
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An efficient  tool  on  Google  Docs  was  created  amongst  the  commission
members to follow-up ad and discuss the budget needed for the JCI BUS,
we first focussed on those companies that will get the most out of it and
could invest in really needed services and material. With the agreement of
the first few, we could encourage others to go along with us. Of course the
personal relationship between some of the sponsors and local JCI members
was important to convince them.

A budget of 20000 Euro of cash and 25000 Euro in products and services
was  found  during  the  project  and  we  only  invested  money  we  already
cashed.  We also asked for  an extra 4000 Euro of  investment of  the JCI
Chapter to take the risk together, mostly because the projects needs cash in
the  beginning  (investments)  that  will  be  regained  during  the  use  of  the
project.

Every Euro counts and so when we got the opportunity to organise an event
together with the local Round Table to find some money we directly agreed
with it in order to help the project. A concert of Pino Baresi in the cultural
centre of Herentals raised 1500 Euro that went to the Charity of "Olivia
Hendrickx  Research  Fund"  for  children  cancer  research
(http://www.olivia.be) and an extra 1500 Euro went to the budget of the JCI
BUS project. Arround 400 visitors went to the concert and reception what
enlarged our group of potential sponsors and recognition for JCI.

The budget plan was changed in Google Docs every meeting and building
moment when working on the bus and resulted in quite a lot of refocussing,
adding  and  deleting  ideas...  but  keeping  the  promise  to  realise  a
multifunctional bus.

In  order  to  get  repaid  by  the  chapter,  Phobos  prepaid  most  of  the
investments  and  asked for  repay in  3  parts,  this  reduced the  amount  of
bookkeeping for our local treasurer and made it a more useful document.

Both Local Treasurers and the Local President where invited for a follow-up
meeting to clarify the budget plans and during the GA a quarterly update
was given. The board and the members of the chapter had easily access to
the Google Doc when asked.

At this moment the JCI BUS has a positive balance of arround 5000 euro
and  a  printing  budget  of  1000  Euro  left.  Even  if  we  have  no  extra
sponsoring or renting income in the following 3 years we will end up with a
positive balance and of course the asset of the JCI BUS.(Value of the JCI
BUS in not calculatable) (of course if we travel someone has to pay the
direct costs)

You can DREAM and DARE but you have to DO !!!

4. Creating a DO, building commission
All  roads  are  leading  to  success,  but  you  have  to  take  the  shortest.
Rebuilding a "public transport bus" into the JCI BUS is a challenge for all
members of the chapter. Not only because it's a hard and long work, but also
because 90 % of our members are not the "handy" kind of people.
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We all had to go out of our comfort zone, some learned how to saw wooden
holes, others how to use electric equipment...
From  electricity  till  painting,  from  wood,  iron,  isolation,  roofbuilding,
aluminiumconstructions, seatings, outdoor painting almost 90% is done by
hand  all  by  chapter  members,  some  more  then  other...  Some  more  by
thinking then by doing, but all involved and prepared to act.

A quick calculation learns us that between the period of January 2008 and
May 2009 arround 80 days of building with approximatly 3 persons a day
was done by our chapter: almost a full time work for one person a whole
year, not including the preparation, and administration...

5. Technical and legal homologue
In order to use the JCI BUS by members we decided to homologue the BUS
into a truck with passengers. That way the responsibility of our drivers is
not  that  of  all  members  on  the  road  but  of  a  truck  with  maximum  8
passengers.

To homologue the bus a lot of steps needed to be taken, other rain protectors
on the wheels, an other maximum speed control from 100kmh to 90 kmh,
other mirrors, a driving time controller and other small adjustments needed
to be done. Also a lot of formal paperwork needed to be done. With the help
of Vanhool company, we paid for the changes and challenged them to keep
it as cheap as possible.

We realised the JCI BUS homologation, with a green card on the control
and with the agreement to use it over whole Europe, something we silently
dreamed of but never said out loud.

MOTIVATION !!!

6. Encouragement events
In order to keep the participation from all members high and to challenge
people to invest more time in the JCI BUS project we organised different
events, presentations and mails.

(mostly) Weekly photographs of workers where sent by mail to encourage
others,  keep them up to  date,  and thank them for  their  contribution.  Af
course it ended quite a lot of times in a local pub. Giving working people,
especially volunteers, drinks and food is the fuel and motivation for most of
them.

A special half-way barbecue at the JCI BUS was held at the building site, a
good moment because it was when she was painted in white and blue, a
special moment...
The large friendship of that evening together with the meeting of some new
candidates motivated more to realise it ...

The  power  of  the  photo  shoot  was  also  phenomenal,  we  realised  a
professional photo shoot with our own members to generate the figures on
the bus... a plan that learned us how professionals take care of it and a must
to  see  on  our  website  :  http://www.ikwilgroeien.be
/content.php?hmID=1839&smID=1711
It took a day, for the photographs, the digital correction and recolouring, but
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it was worth every dime (and sponsored :-)

7. LEARNING to drive...
Even if we already knew that one of our members had a driving license for
a truck, we needed more to be sure that once the JCI BUS was on the road
that she would drive around to be part of all events. After an open question
for drivers 3 candidates got the change of going to the driving school to
learn...
After several hours of theory they all succeeded in their first examination.
Hit the road jack, we are trying to drive. It took 8 hours of practice on the
for all three and of course a lot of stress, because driving with a truck is
somewhat  different  then  your  luxurious  vehicle...  But  all  three  won  the
practice examination.

Also for next year one driver can learn on the budget of one of the sponsors,
a total of almost 4000 Euro went in this sponsorship to assure save driving.

Also the 3 years of assurance is taken care of by a sponsor and gives us
some more relaxed moments.

8. Presentation and Press Release
If you think big, you act bigger. If you do your best,  the results will be
better...
The official reception was planned, for some to fast, for some to late, for
others on the wrong date. It's hard to be good for everyone...

The reception was in the TOWN HALL in the center of Herentals. We could
place the JCI BUS on the market place and had already reporters one hour
before  the  official  launch  for  photographs.  All  regional  newspaper,the
regional radio station and one National newspaper covered the story. With a
small speech a big reception and a curtain over the JCI BUS we opened the
project  publicly.  An  empowering  speech  thanked  all  sponsors  and
challenged our members for the next step.

All sponsors received a special plate with their logo, a photograph of the
bus and the JCI logo for the entrance of their company, to keep the message
alive, everyday...

At the end of the reception a second private reception was held in the JCI
BUS  reserved  for  the  local  politicians  of  Herentals.  All  parties  where
invited no restrictions made, to ensure the non-political view of our chapter
and organisation.

9. Creating a follow-up plan
Wim  and  Carlo  managed  the  commission  as  a  dua  and  realised  by
continously motivating eachother.

Knowing that a project can only succeed if all stages are cleared we also
took care of other steps :
-  A  websitepage  to  promote  and  show  the  JCI  BUS  :
(http://www.ikwilgroeien.be/content.php?hmID=1839)
- A document with driving instructions
- An online document server with all technical documentation for the future
-  A renting meeting with  possibilities  for  other  chapters,  promotion and
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legal documents
- A promotion plan for external use
- Content for trainings : trustmarketing, csr, ...
- Founding a new commission for the next step starting in September 2009
and to followup the succes
- Planning a trip to Arhus to promote it internationaly
- Creating a motivation for the local board to use it on national events.
- A special shield was designed based on the old ensign of the first social
groups  a  few  centuries  ago,  but  challenging  now,  gender  difference,
freedom of speach, brotherhood of our cities and fun all around... you can
find it behind the driver seat.

10. Presenting it to the world
A world class training environment needed to have his own movie, his own
presentation in the technology of the JCI BUS.

Some facts about the JCI BUS :
- The front room gives place to the driver and 8 passengers and is designed
as a VIP leather meeting room with a U-setup for a team of 6 people.
- The roof is equipped with sound systems for the surroundings, electricity
supply for outside use and 8 flagpoles to promote JCI
- The Trainingroom is created with a WIFI solution that all participants can
login.  There is a surround sound system with 5+1 + 4 extra long stereo
sounds. The lightning has 3 circuits, a 24 volt TL lightning, a 220 Volt white
spot  lightning for  training,  and an RGB controled spotlightning with  20
spots that can be controlled in all colours and be used as discolightning.
Also  a  surrounding  RGB lightning  around  the  windows  is  giving  extra
glamour and outside effect.
- Also in the trainingroom you will find, cd player, DVD, radio and a 47"
LCD Videowall with build in computer that can be externaly controlled by
the internet. It's an exclusivly new technology by Mediatile.
-  The  trainingroom  gives  place  to  maximum  25  participants  and  to  50
people in reception style.
- The presentation in the JCI BUS to promote JCI, our sponsors and JCI
itself  is  created  in  a  new revolutionary  software,  the  first  time  used  in
Belgium by prezi, you can watch the result online : http://prezi.com/55179
/view/?autoplay=autostart

The JCI BUS is more then a project it's a projectgroup that results in a long
term effect. One Man, One Year, One JOB, only turn on the spinning wheel
if  they aim for  a  LONGTERM result.  This  projects  aims to be a  living
example.

Foto's :
Original Picture
Photoshoped picture of design
Finished JCI BUS picture (white background)
Sponsors
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5
Award Category criteria

Benefit to the organization

 
 
 

1. Higher BRANDVALUE
As the JCI BUS is 24 hours a day, and 7 days a week visible to the public
it's generating a high visibility and a bigger spontanous knowledge of JCI in
our region and in all projects from other chapters.

2. Huge VISIBILITY of projects
JCI projects, both in our chapter, other lom's and our nom will have a bigger
impact on visibility, most of the time we forget to close the deal by showing
who is organising the event. In that way the JCI BUS is harvesting what the
seeds of our projects created.

3. FINANCIAL benefit for JCI
With the JCI BUS the chapter created the first real asset, and the first project
with long term profitablity possibilities. In that way we created a project
that promoted enterpreneurship within the chapter by the chapter.

4. Impact for our CHAPTER's future
Not only the financial impact but also following benefits where generated :
- encouragement to think bigger then before
- talks are only powerful if you also act and do
- a project that keeps a group together
- a project that asks for responsability also in the future
- a project that learns that one job, one man, one year is not the same as
starting over every year !

5. We know when we started, we know what we already generated... but we
do not know the impact that it will keep having for years maybe decades.

Foto's :
Graham  Hanlon  (Past  World-President),  Serge  Goussaert(President
Belgium), An Deventer (Past-President Belgium) at the Flemish congress in
Genk.
Meeting of JCI Members in JCI BUS (JCI Brussels)
Training in JCI BUS
Reception in honor of the local economics with the visit of the Major of
Herentals

Conclusion & Thanks :

The challenge was big, the dream great and a lot of discussions, sometimes
even disagreements. We asked a lot from our members, sometimes pushed
them or pulled them to hard. We hearted feelings in the process. We had to
overcome financial, technical and emotional problems along the road. But
the light at the end of the tunnel, created a brighter future than expected.

The JCI BUS, is not just a project it's an Enterprice, it's not just a one time
shot but a long term vision, it's not just the best public relations project it's a
realisation suitable in almost every category.
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With this project we wanted to send out a message of to all JCI Members
that only if you dream, dare and do the result can be repeated over and over
into the future.

Thanks to all support of the members, the external help, the sponsors and
the values of JCI to make this dream come true. Everything is possible in
Tallin, but dreams really came true in JCI Gheel-en-Thals.
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